Abstract We prove that for F : [0,oo) x 1 " -> K(M n ) a Lipschitzian multifunction with compact values, the set of derivatives of solutions of the Cauchy problem
Introduction and the main result
Let SF(0 be the set of solutions of the Cauchy problem
x'€F{t,x), x{0)=£,
where F : [0, T] x l " -» /C(K n ) is a compact-valued multifunction, Lipschitzian with respect to x, £ e K n , and let be the set of derivatives of solutions. Bressan et al. [2] proved that the set of fixed points of a multivalued contraction on L 1 ([0,T],R n ) is an absolute retract (for the case when the multivalued contraction has convex values, such a result was obtained by Ricceri [12] ), and using this they established that S' F (£) is a retract of the space L 1 ([0,T],R n ). As a consequence, one has that the solution set S F (£) turns out to be an absolute retract [7] .
A different approach based on the Baire category was used by De Blasi and Pianigiani in [6] to prove the contractibility of the set «S ex tF(O> where ext F is the set of extreme points of a Lipschitzian, closed convex-valued multifunction F. Other topological properties of the solution sets were obtained by many authors, and we refer among others to [2, 4, 8, 10, 11, 14] .
Let consider the Cauchy problem
x'eF(t 1 x),x{0)=£,
where F : [0, oo) xK" -> /C(R n ) is a compact-valued multifunction satisfying the following assumptions.
(H 2 ) There exists / e L} oc ([0, oo) , (0, oo)) such that, for any x, y 6 R n ,
It was recently proved in [13] that under the assumptions (Hi)-(H 3 ) the set <SF(£) of all solutions of the Cauchy problem (P^) is arcwise connected in the space of continuous functions x : [0, oo) -¥ W 1 with derivative x' 6 L\ oc {[0, oo), E n ) endowed with the distance n = l r\\x'(t)-y'(t)\\dt
be the set of derivatives of solutions of the problem (^) The aim of this paper is to establish a more general topological property of the solution set <SF(£), namely the following theorem. 
Preliminaries

Let
(/fc,lR") is called decomposable (see [9] ) if for any u,v € K and any Lebesgue measurable subset A C Ik,
where XA is the characteristic function of A. Denote by 2?(L 1 (/fc,K n )) the family of all closed and decomposable subsets of L 1 (/fc,K n ). Let S be a separable metric space, X be a separable Banach space and let C(X) be the family of all closed non-empty subsets of X. Let A be a cr-algebra of subsets of 5.
A multifunction # : 5 -> C(X) is said to be lower semicontinuous if the set { s E S : <P(s) C C} is closed in S for any closed subset C C X.
We say that # :
By selection from the multifunction # : 5 -¥ C(X) we mean any function tp : S -¥ X such that y>(s) 6 #(s) for all s e S.
The following lemma follows from Proposition 2.1 in [5] .
Lemma 2.1. Let S be a separable metric space and F* :
and only if there exists a continuous map /
a.e.inl k . 
Then we have the following proposition. (t),F(t,tfuJ{t)) ), a.e. t € / fc if u n ^ «Sjr J*(0-I n both cases, which implies
Then, by the continuity of v?:
, we obtain that {v n ) n€^ converges to vo in L 1 (/fc,R n ). Since u n G $ k (u n ) C C, Vn G N, and since C is closed we get ^o G C. Therefore, $ k (uo) C C and the lower semicontinuity of <P f c is proved. On the other hand, the inequality (2.4), the continuity of /?o, and Lemma 2.1 imply that ^k has closed, decomposable and non-empty values, and the same holds for the multifunction $ k .
•
Proof of the main result
We shall prove that for every integer k JJ 1, there is a continuous map h k : L 1 (/fe,E n ) with the following properties:
Fix e > 0 and for n ^ 0 set e n = (n+ 1/n + 2)e.
For u G L^/i,R n ) and n ^ 0 define and where m(t) = / 0 l{s) ds and / is given by (H2).
By the continuity of the map (3Q = /?o proved in the previous section we obtain easily that S\ : Set /IQ(W) = u. We claim that for any n ^ 1 there exists a continuous map h\ : L^J^R " ) -> L^Ji.R") satisfying the following conditions:
(
ii) hi(u)(t) G F(t, hlZCu)(t)), a.e. t e h; (iii) \\hi(u)(t) -hi^iuMW ^ /(t)«i-i(«)(*), a.e. t G Ji; where, for simplicity, l(t)SQ(u)(t) is understood as /?o(u)(£) +£o-
Indeed, define We shall now construct a continuous map h 2 : 
where
Since by the continuity of po and /i 1 we obtain that /3g :
ds H j -e n + i , n! n! and, by the continuity of the map (3Q, we easily obtain that 6^ : i 1 (7 2 ,R") -> L 1 (7 2 ,R)
is continuous. Moreover, as in (3.2) with 0Q{U) instead of (3Q{U), we have
We shall prove that for any n ^ 1 there exists a continuous map h\ :
(ii) h^(u) = u whenever u e S' F j 2 (£); F(t,hl~^u) ), a.e. t € J 2 ;
(iv) ||/£( u )( t ) -^.^t i J^H < J(t)#-i(«)(*), a.e. « G J i;
where i(t)5o(u)(t) is understood as /3o(u)(£) +£o-Define e 0 , a.e. t € 7 2 }, and, by (3.5), the set H 2 {u) is non-empty for any u 6 L^^R " ) . Since <i>\ is lower semicontinuous, and the functions h^ and 0$ are continuous, Lemma 2.2 can be applied and obtain the existence of a continuous selection h\ from u i-» H 2 (u), which satisfies (i)-(iv).
Assume we have constructed /IQ,...,/I£ satisfying (i)-(iv). Then, by (H 2 ), (iv) and (3.6), one obtains (u) , satisfying (i)-(iv). We need to prove that the sequence (/i^(u)) n6 fj is a Cauchy sequence in the Banach space L 1 (/2,R n ) with norm || • ||i )2 , locally uniformly with respect to u. But this follows by a similar reasoning to the one made for (/i^(u)) n£ N and the remark that (iv) and (3.6) 
